ROOTED IN RELATIONSHIPS VIDEOS

Over the past year, several videos were completed that focus on the work that Rooted in Relationships supports with the hope that the videos will be used to further explain the important and impactful work occurring in Nebraska’s communities and to enhance sustainability efforts.

ROOTED IN RELATIONSHIPS OVERVIEW
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/RESOURCES/VIDEOS/

WHAT IS THE PYRAMID MODEL?
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/RESOURCES/VIDEOS/WHAT-IS-THE-PYRAMID-MODEL.HTML

PYRAMID MODEL IN NEBRASKA
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/RESOURCES/VIDEOS/PYRAMID-MODEL-IN-NEBRASKA.HTML

IMPACT OF THE PYRAMID MODEL
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/RESOURCES/VIDEOS/IMPACT-OF-THE-PYRAMID-MODEL.HTML

CIRCLE OF SECURITY™ - PARENTING
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/RESOURCES/VIDEOS/CIRCLE-OF-SECURITY-PARENTING.HTML
ROOTED IN RELATIONSHIPS COMMUNITIES

Communities supported by Rooted in Relationships and in their third year of implementation developed videos that highlight their community collaboration and the progress of their Pyramid Model and social-emotional systems work.

DAKOTA COUNTY
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/COMMUNITIES/DAKOTA.HTML

DAWSON COUNTY
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/COMMUNITIES/DAWSON.HTML

SALINE COUNTY
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/COMMUNITIES/SALINE.HTML

DODGE COUNTY
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/COMMUNITIES/DODGE-COUNTY.HTML

LANCASTER COUNTY
HTTP://ROOTEDINRELATIONSHIPS.ORG/COMMUNITIES/LANCASTER-COUNTY.HTML

These videos can also be found on the Rooted in Relationships website under Resources at www.rootedinrelationships.org.